Meeting in Student Society (student society) Student Forum (student
forum)
The 03. Of May , time 17.00 - 21.30 , Old Square 12, Room 407
Agenda:
Detailed agenda
1. Formalia [17: 00-17: 10] (ODB)
2. New ... [17: 10-17: 40] (O)
from the Political spokesperson
from the Academic Council's network
from National Committee
from Representatives
from Ad-hoc Committees
3. Policy paper continues [17: 40-18: 40] (ODB)
Break [18: 40-18: 50]
4. Paper about Aalborg as a study city [18: 50-19: 10] (DB)
5. Election of representatives [19: 10-19: 25] (ODB)
6. Break [19: 25- 19:35]
7. Start of studies for Student Forum. [19: 35-19: 50] (ODB)
8. Dinner [19: 50-20: 25]
9. Election debate [20: 25-20: 50] (ODB)
10. Break [20: 50-21: 00]
Any Other Business / AO
Meeting evaluation
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Detailed agenda
1. Formalia [17: 00-17: 10] (ODB)
●

●

●
●

Choosing of moderator and referent
○ Moderator: Kenneth Frøsig
○ Referee: Jacob Blasius Thomsen
Introduction of present people
○ Kenneth Frøgsig
○ Jacob Blasius Thomsen
○ Christian Juel
○ Mick Scholtka
○ Jesper Kokborg
○ Christian Obel
Approval of agenda: Approved
Approval of summary: Approved
○ summary can be found here: summary from the 06.05-2019 meeting

2. New ... [17: 10-17: 40] (O)
from the Political spokesperson
-

Participated in debates in connection with. elections
Be critical of education policy
Pay attention to cuts on education.

from the Academic Council's network
Meeting a 9 or June
-

collection -> sustainability
Stud. rep. DSUR the strategic education council
(Debate item) Desire for follow representatives.

from National Committee
-

Jakob Sabber has chosen to resign from his posts.

-

LU -> Well-being meeting
Talk about well-being at AAU
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from Representatives
●
●
●

AAU uni. Board new appointment
Meeting study environment -> sustainability.
RKU meeting June 4

from Ad-hoc Committees
SDG committee -> meeting with campus service on sustainability

3. Policy paper continues [17: 40-18: 40] (ODB)
Motivator: Kenneth D. Frøsig, Mick Scholtka and Christian Juel Nicolajsen
The papers have been prepared as a skeleton, with attitudes on student political issues, so
that the Student Society has opinions on a number of topics. Thus, the work is not finished,
the actual papers and elaborations are still missing before one can say that the Student
Society again has adequate policy papers for all subjects. But if the papers are adopted in its
current or edited version, it enables our mayor to comment on these. Next we think that the
process must be that underlying papers are prepared, to which these bullets we are adopted
are the starting point for the final papers.
Before reading
Mick: Papers not finished -> in process. Want to comment
After reading the study environment paper
Jacob: Should everyone have their own place of study?
Mick: Everyone should have an opportunity for a place to work
Obel: 'study space' can mean both group room and place to study
Obel: (written commentary: definition of 'study associations'?)
Christian: doubts the need for differentiation in this context.
Obel: writing. Came. 2% savings - wants deepening
Adopted: continuing work
After save. Read. record and access paper
Obel: Script. Come: wording 'study mass' how is this achieved?
Christian: Difference in student composition across study: structural
Obel: It must be just for everyone to enter. Therefore, no positive discrimination.
Like point 1, but not point 2 - may want to elaborate on 1.
Christian: (written correction)
Obel: agree
Obel: Script. Come: Do not want the abolition of rewards of efforts in the gym.
Christian: Creating unnecessary competition by unnecessary rewards of not
necessarily better abilities.
Mick: agree with Christian.
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Obel: Still seems, no matter the relevance of the profession, that extra work must be
rewarded.
Vote on deletion of 'reward. Insats. : deletion adopted
Obel: Point of law dispute disagree .. Gives meaning that there a time limit.
Christian: lifting of time limit gives more passionate stud .. better legal claim.
Mick: Want to extend legal claim period
Vote: adopted legal requirements should be 5 years
Vote on continuation of paper work: adopted.
After save. Read. of paper: research
Obel: writing. Come: Funds historically conditioned. Previously, the
studentersamfundet has fought for transparency.
Vote: Addition of item on transparency of allocation of funds: adopted.
Vote: continuation of paper work: adopted.
After save. Read. Quality in education paper
Obel: Important that something is written about PBL.
Vote on continuation of paper work: adopted
Vote: Living conditions paper: adopted.
Setting:
The papers are reviewed
The papers are adopted
student policy at AAU (student policy for AAU)
Student policy outside AAU (student politic outside AAU)

Break [18: 40-18: 50]

4. Paper about Aalborg as a study city [18: 50-19: 10] (DB)
Motivator: Mick Scholtka and Christian Juel Nicolajsen
As can be seen, the living conditions of political paper without looking at Aalborg directly as
a study city are due to the fact that the Student Society handles all students' attitudes and
thus also some students outside Aalborg (Copenhagen and Esbjerg as an example).
Nevertheless, we think it might make sense to make a more specific paper about Aalborg as
a study city and what wishes we have about it. When our principal has meetings with the
municipality, we can also participate in several forums, to develop Aalborg as a study city.
Setting:
Want the paper?
Obel: fine with general attitude, but also fine with specific to Aalborg.
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Mick: Agree with Obel. pay attention to time horizon.
Vote: adopted.
Inputs to the paper
Kenneth: Reading room example of improvement of Aalborg as a study city.
Mick: Includes cutting of buildings, especially in relation to reading rooms ->
proposals for extensions.
Obel: Reading room nice, but students demand sparring places for groups.
Especially if the PBL should be in focus.
Christian: Aalborg paper is more about Aalborg as a study town, and not so much
reading space etc. It must be a living-conditions policy paper for Aalborg.
Jesper: do you also think about the lack of track offers?
Christian: yes
Mick: nice with talk about content. First, living conditions, so Aalborg's living
conditions paper. Due to: living conditions in general also often apply to living
conditions Aalborg. We think we should wait with Aalborg paper.
Christian: If you want, you have to formulate a paper
Mick: Yes, but Aalborg's living conditions seem to be based on living conditions in
general.

5. Election of representatives [19: 10-19: 25] (ODB)
Motivator: Kenneth D. Frøsig
At Studenterforum we have been granted the right to elect representatives for students to
different organizations and groups. The moderator will go through the open positions that
you can apply for.
DSF board (this can be chosen as a short trial period, since it can be taxing on the
individual)
Studentersamfundet representative in AAU election committee
Art committee
rep:
DSF - Kenneth temporarily (until 1 September 2019) vote: adopted
Student Union representative in AAU election committee - vote: None elected.
Obel: possible problem if rep. also counts votes.
Art out: no one chosen.

6. Break [19: 25- 19:35]
7. Start of studies for Student Forum. [19: 35-19: 50] (ODB)
Motivator: Kenneth D. Frøsig
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Study start for student forum, having talked to the group about having posters set up all over
the university, this will be 50 posters in total and they are up for 2 months, which means we
are doing a PR stunt there will cost us about 1400kr . Beside from that I want a short debate
on other ideas, with we should come to agreement on, since student forum have had a
reduction in the amount of participant and it will be great to see some new faces and have
some of our old participants to return two student forums.
Mick: can get new ones. Old may be reminded of it.
Christian: internal. Trans. Nice idea, spread the message further through the start of studies.
Vote on approval: adopted

8. Dinner [19: 50-20: 25]

9. Election debate [20: 25-20: 50] (ODB)
Motivator: Kenneth D. Frøsig
From today we are only a few days away from the election day, this means we can start
making a small evaluation on the topic, the reason for this is a focus on what we could have
done better and what we've done well doing this political busy time. We are going to discuss
both elections (EP and the Danish parliament election). The reason for this is that we can
make a guide for future elections, but also be critical about our own involvement. As the
political spokesman I have tried to attend as many different debates, with a focus on having
the following questions answered.
Are you willing to remove the 2% savings in the education sector and if so, where
will the money come from?
Could your party be interested in removing the training ceiling?
Will you be willing to remove su cuts from 2013 and get the SU to follow the
approximately 2% annual infection?
Kenneth: Experience: Better participate in two-person debate as they become more
concrete.
Kenneth: Positive with the debut tone + participation in DSF's campaign. We should also
participate in larger campaigns in the future.

10. Break [20: 50-21: 00]
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Any Other Business / AO
-

-

Jacob: Workshop on Aalborg municipality's education trainee June 19th. There is
room for 2 from each faculty. Contact Simon Mæng whose interest.
Common: Reopening of item 3: half an hour.
Mick: The desire for more participation in Student Forum. Way to do this: put it on
website, eg tab. Also has a number of other proposals that are Political Mayor in
hand.
Kenneth: Go on with it.
Obel: Be aware that it requires more work than the current one.
Mick: Politics Papers must be made available

Meeting evaluation
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